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The benefits of hugging go far beyond skin deep; give hugs generously.

The Mayo Clinic states that while research to note is constrained, some of the benefits of therapeutic touch—also known as massage—include:

The sense of touch can explain the physical response of some muscles and joints to massage, but only when the sense of touch can explain the mental and emotional response of shared touch.

One website states that hugs are “health food” and that an immigrant is still an asset to the U.S. The National unemployment rate is 4.7% and job growth continues to drive the economic growth of the United States.
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A group of between 100 and 200 people were protesting the rally, gathered on North Lawler Street and shouted at the walkers as they proceeded down Lawler Street on their way to St. Brigid’s Catholic Church after walking from Aggie Park.

Police officers, sheriff’s deputies, and Iowa State Patrol kept the groups separated. Many of the protesters carried American flags and wore white shirts, who said they had immigrated from Mexico and were living in a border town in Texas. They were standing alongside the protesters, who were carrying signs that read, “Impeach Bush” and “End our laws, Employ legal workers, Secure our borders.”

There were no incidents of fighting between the protestor groups, who were walking for immigration reform.
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